PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

I. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

A. Observe the Birds and Inspect the Affected Areas.

Discover why the birds are infesting your property. All birds need food, water and shelter. Eliminating these variables increases the success of your bird abatement program.

B. Ensure a Clean Environment.

Prior to installing the Bird Chase Super Sonic System, make sure all areas are cleaned of bird feces using commercial disinfecting cleaning agents. Using disinfectants / cleaning agents reduces exposure to airborne diseases caused by birds. For recommendations or questions regarding disinfectants / cleaning agents, call Bird•B•Gone Technical Assistance at 1-800-392-6915; E-mail: nobirds@birdbgone.com.

C. Using Integrated Products.

Depending on the individual bird problem, it may be necessary to use the Bird Chase Super Sonic System in conjunction with one or more bird control products to maximize the effectiveness. The Bird Chase Super Sonic System, used in tandem with Bird•B•Gone Spikes, Bird Netting, Bird Wire, Spiders, Transparent Bird Gel, or other products often yields better results than any one method alone. Call 1-800-392-6915 or visit us on the web at www.birdbgone.com for more information on additional products.

II. LOCATE CONTENTS

A. Contents:

- One (1) Bird Chase Super Sonic Operating System (includes one (1) internal speaker pod).
- One (1) Power Pack with 20 ft. cord.

POWER PACK ADAPTOR MUST BE PROTECTED. DO NOT LEAVE IN THE ELEMENTS, DO NOT USE AN EXTENSION CORD. Plug into an inside or protected receptacle.

B. Area of Coverage:

Each Complete System covers up to One (1) Acre. Separate speaker sets can be purchased for additional areas of coverage.

- Each Bird Chase Super Sonic System is adaptable for up to four (4) additional speakers.

Add Additional Speakers Here!

- Two Additional Speakers: 3 Acres of Coverage
- Four Additional Speakers: 6 Acres of Coverage

Call 1-800-392-6915; E-mail nobirds@birdbgone.com for pricing and information on additional speaker sets / Pro-Packs.
**INSTALLATION**

### III. VOLUME CONTROL WARNING!

A. ENSURE that the Power Switch is in the “OFF” Position.

![Power Switch](image)

B. ADJUST the Volume Control to the “MIN” Position.

![Volume Control](image)

*Turn Dial “Counter Clockwise” to the lowest position.*

### IV. INSTALLATION

A. Remove contents from the box.

B. Open the waterproof cover of the Control Box by pressing down on the grey tabs with both thumbs, and lifting up the middle tab.

C. ENSURE that the Power Switch is in the “OFF” position.

D. ADJUST the Volume Control to the “MIN” position.

E. Plug the Power Pack Adaptor into the 110v Power Source.
   - For 220v, use adaptor purchased separately.

**POWER PACK ADAPTOR MUST BE PROTECTED.**
**DO NOT LEAVE IN THE ELEMENTS, DO NOT USE AN EXTENSION CORD.**
Plug into an inside or protected receptacle.

### V. PROGRAMMING

A. Make sure the unit is in the “ON” position, and the volume control is turned down to “MIN”.

B. The “Select” button will allow you to program the unit for:
   - **Daytime Only** - the system will only play when the sensor senses “light”.
   - **Nighttime Only** - the system will only play when the sensor senses “no light”.
   - **All The Time** - the system will play at all times - regardless of light.

When you choose your desired mode of time, Push the “SET” button.

F. Locate the Power Jack on the Side of the Operating Unit. (POWER INPUT)
   - Insert the other end of the power cord into the POWER INPUT jack.

G. Turn the Power Switch to the “ON” position.
   - The Red Power Light will indicate that the unit is “ON” and ready for programming.
   - The LED display will show icons for Sun (daytime), Moon (nighttime) and Sound.

H. If everything in #G. is operational, proceed to programming the unit.
V. PROGRAMMING Cont.

C. The "MODE" button will allow you to program the unit for your target bird.

- 1 - PIGEON
- 2 - STARLING
- 3 - WOODPECKER
- 4 - GRACKLE
- 5 - CROW
- 6 - GULL
- 7 - GENERAL
- 8 - GOOSE

The GENERAL MODE can be used for all other species not listed.

D. Push the "MODE" button until you see your desired bird on the display.

E. When you are ready to select the desired bird, push the "SET" button.

F. Turn the Volume Control up Slowly - You will hear the sounds omitting from the speaker.

- Adjust the control to the desired volume.

NOTE: THE VOLUME CONTROL ADJUSTS THE INTERNAL CONTROL SPEAKER ONLY.
Satellite Speakers (optional equipment) will only play at one volume level.

G. Close the Waterproof Lid once you have finished programming.

- Be sure it is completely closed by snapping tightly.

H. The System will play for approximately 2 minutes, be silent for 10 minutes, play for approximately 2 minutes, be silent for 10 minutes, and continue in this manner (regardless of the Bird selected).

- Once the system has completed its cycle of distress calls and predator sounds, it will repeat.

I. Additional Operations of the Unit:

- On/Off Power Switch: Once the switch is moved to the "OFF" position, all previous programming will be lost.

- When the unit is switched "OFF" be sure not to turn it on again for at least 60 seconds (1 minute).

- To re-program, repeat Steps A - H

VI. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

Additional Speaker Sets (2 per pack) can be purchased separately or as part of Bird Chase Super Sonic Pro-Packs. The Bird Chase Super Sonic Control Box can accommodate up to (4) additional speakers.

Each Satellite Speaker comes with 100’ of Speaker Wire.

If you have purchased a Bird Chase Super Sonic System, and decide you want to increase your area of coverage, you can order up to two sets of speakers.

Call 1-800-392-6915 and ask for part number SONIC-SP2

Bird Chase Super Sonic Pro-Packs:
If you have purchased Bird Chase Super Sonic Pro-Packs, your system includes:

PN#IB50-PPPII: Includes the Bird Chase Super Sonic System and Two (2) additional remote speakers, for a coverage of up to 3 Acres.

PN#IB50-PPPIV: Includes the Bird Chase Super Sonic System and Four (4) additional remote speakers, for a coverage of up to 6 Acres.
MOUNTING / TROUBLESHOOTING

VII. MOUNTING

The Control Box has two (2) screw hole mounts on the back of the box.

Using Screws to Mount

When mounting to a Post, Side of a Building or Other Surface:

● Use Screws that are at least 1-1/2” long.

● Be sure to leave at least 3/8” to 1/2” of the screw exposed so that the control box can be easily hung and secured to the surface.

● Do not point the unit/speaker straight up. It will fill with water and not function correctly.

Repeat these instructions for Mounting the Remote Speakers.

For assistance or questions on other methods of mounting the system, call 1-800-392-6915.

VIII. TROUBLESHOOTING

● THE UNIT IS NOT WORKING PROPERLY IN THE DAY / NIGHT MODE.

Be sure that nothing is blocking or obstructing the sensor. For night mode, be sure that no “bright lights” are shining on the system, causing it to not play.

● THE UNIT IS ON BUT NO SOUNDS ARE OMITTING.

Be sure that the system is programmed correctly, and that the volume control is turned up.

If the system was shut off and turned back on immediately, shut the system off for a minimum of 60 seconds and try again.

● FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:

CALL: 1-800-392-6915

Do not point the unit/speaker straight up. It will fill with water and not function correctly.